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Docket Nos. 50-259/260/296

Mr. S. A. White
Manager of Nuclear Power
Tennessee Valley Authority
6N 38A Lookout Place
1101 Market Street
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402-2801

Dear Mr. White:

Subject: Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1, 2 and 3

We have completed our review of your submittal dated January 31, 1986, which
transmitted your Appendix R report and exemption requests. We visited the
site on June 23 and 24, 1986 and we have asked for additional information in a
letter dated August 7, 1986. Based on the information submitted to date we
conclude that you have satisfied the requirements of Appendix R, Items
III.G.3 and III.L, subject to a resolution of certain concerns, clarifications
and formal documentation of the request for additional information. We are
transmitting those concerns etc. in the form of a Draft Safety Evaluation
(copy attached). Our review of the exemption requests will be transmitted in
a separate document.

Review the Draft Safety Evaluation and inform us when you are prepared to
discuss it in a meeting with the NRC staff.

Sincerely,

Original signed by

Daniel R. Muller, Director.
BWR Project Directorate P2
Division of BWR Licensing

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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Mr. S. A. White
Tennessee Valley Authority

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Units 1, 2, and 3

CC:
General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
E 11B 330
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

W. C. Drotleff
ATTN: J. A. Raulston
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 West Summit Hill Dirve, W12 A12
Knoxville,'ennessee 37902

R. L. Gridley
Tennessee Valley Authority
5N 1578 Lookout Place
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402-2801

M. J. May
Tennessee Valley Authority
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Post Office Box 2000
Decatur, Alabama 35602

Chairman, Limestone County Commission
Post Office Box 188
Athens, Alabama 35611

Resident Inspector
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Route 2, Box 311
Athens, Alabama 35611

Ira L. Meyers, M.D.
State Health Officer
State Department of Public Health
State Office Building
Montgomery, Alabama 36130

Regional Administrator, Region II
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Mr. Steven Roessler
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Reactor Training Center
Osborne Office Center, Suite 200
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37411
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DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

OF THE BROMNS FERRY APPENDIX R SUBMITTAL

BROlOS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 2 AND 3

DOCKET NOS. 50-259, 260 AND 296

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND - Following a major fire at the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Station in March 1975, the NRC established a Special Review Group which
initiated an evaluation of the need for improving the fire protection
programs at all nuclear power plants. The group found serious design
inadequacies in fire protection at Browns Ferry, and its report
("Recommendations Related to Browns Ferry Fire"; NUREG-0050, February
1976), contained over 50 recommendations regarding improvements in fire
prevention and control in existing facilities. The report also recom-
mended that the staff develop specific guidance for fire protection
improvements, and for a comparison of that guidance with the fire protec-
tion program at each operating plant.

The NRC developed technical guidance for new plants based upon the techni-
cal recommendations in the Special Review Group's report, and issued those
guidelines as Branch Technical Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1. Guidance to
operating plants was provided later in Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1,
which relies on BTP APCSB 9.5-1. The guidance in these documents was also
published as Regulatory Guide 1.120 and, later, as SRP 9.5-1.

By early 1980, most operating plants had implemented the bulk of the
guidelines in Appendix A. However, there were some significant problems
with implementation at some plants. To establish a definitive resolution
of these problems in a manner consistent with the general guidelines in
Appendix A to the BTP and to assure timely compliance by licensees, the
Commission issued for comment a proposed fire protection rule and its
associated Appendix which was described as setting out minimum fire
protection requirements for the unresolved issues. The fire protection
features addressed included protection of safe shutdown capability,
emergency lighting, fire barriers, associated circuits, reactor coolant
pump lubrication system protection, and alternative shutdown systems.

On February 17, 1981, the final rule 10CFR50.48 and Appendix R to 10CFR50
became effective, replacing the proposed rule. Three of the 15 items in
Appendix R were of such safety significance that the Commission decided
they should apply to all plants, including those for which alternative
fire protection actions had been approved previously by the staff. These



three items are protection of safe shutdown capability (including alterna-
tiv'e shutdown systems), emergency lighting, and protection of the reactor
coolant pump lubrication system. Accordingly, the final rule required all
reactors licensed to operate before January 1, 1979, to comply with these
three items, even if the NRC had previously approved alternative fire
protection features in these areas. However, the final rule is more
flexible than the proposed rule because Item III.G of Appendix R provided
three optional fire protection features which do not require analysis to
demonstrate the protection of redundant safe shutdown equipment, and

. reduced the acceptable distance in the physical separation option from 50
feet to 20 feet. In addition, the rule provided an exemption procedure
which can be initiated by a Licensee's assertion that any required fire
protection feature will not enhance fire protection safety in the facility,
or that such modifications may be detrimental to overall safety.

Following the promulgation of the final rule, licensees requested exemp-
tions and deviations from Appendix R to 10CFR50. The exemptions and
deviations are in the form of a fire hazards analysis (FHA). The NRC
staff has reviewed and evaluated these FHAs to ensure that each proposed
alternative to meeting Appendix R provides an acceptable level of overall
protection of plant safe shutdown capability.

Additional guidance to the industry relative to implementation of certain
requirements of Appendix R are covered by various documents, one of them
being Generic Letter 83-33, which has been superseded by Generic Letter
86-10. Two sections of this Generic Letter "Interpretations of Appendix
R" and "Responses to Industry guestions," were written to facilitate
industry implementation of Appendix R, and represent the NRC's position on
all issues covered.

1.2 PLANT SPECIFIC BACKGROUND - On October 31, 1984, the Tennessee Valley
Authority TVA, t e icensee), submitted a revised Appendix R evaluation
to the NRC for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFNP) Units 1, 2, and 3.
Subsequently, the licensee has undertaken a major effort to bring the
plant into compliance with all regulatory requirements based on the
guidance provided in various staff positions and Generic Letters. By
letter dated January 31, 1986, the licensee submitted the new plan for
compliance with Appendix R to 10CFR50. This document, "Fire Protection
and Safe Shutdown System Analysis," prepared by General Electric, super-
seded the licensee's previous submittals evaluating the plant's compliance
with Appendix R, and resulted in significant changes to fire protection
features and the manner in which all three reactors would be shut down in
the event a fire threatened the safe operation of any unit.

This safety evaluation report is based upon a technical review of the TVA
fire hazards analysis submittal conducted by Franklin Research Center
(FRC) under contract to NRC, and a staff review of safe shutdown and
associated circuit assessments. Based on the TVA submittal an) questions
generated by the staff and FRC, our review is incomplete. A request for
information (RFI) was given informally to TVA during a meeting held at the
plant site on June 23-24, 1986, and was sent formally on August 7, 1986.
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The licensee's response to, that RFI was not received by the staff at
the time this SER was written.

1.3 REVIEW CRITERIA - The criteria used in reviewing the Licensee's informa-
1 f11 1gd

A. Fire Protection Program for Operating Nuclear Power Plants,
10CFR50.48 and Appendix R to 10CFR50.

B. Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800, Branch Technical Position
(BTP), APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear
Power Plants" and Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1.

C. Generic Letter 86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection
Requirements," dated April 24, 1986.

2.0 EVALUATION

2.1 FIRE HAZARDS - This section discusses the fire hazards analysis section of
App df 1 Aft 18 df 181,1888, p f

Section 10.0, exemptions. Exemption requests are discussed separately.

When the Commission approved 50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, they
specified that Sections III.G, III.J, and III.O should be applicable to
all nuclear power plants operating prior to January 1, 1979, regardless of
prior fire protection modifications made by the licensee, or of prior
approval by the staff of those modifications. The third sentence of the
first paragraph of the Executive Summary of the licensee's January, 1986
submittal reads, "The analyses were performed to demonstrate plant com-
pliance with 10 CFR 50.48 and 10 CFR 50 Appendix R." Also, in the fourth
paragraph of the Executive Summary, "The fire protection modifications
ensure that each fire area on fire zone has adequate separation from
adjacent fire areas or zones. New fire doors, dampers, barriers, sprinklers,
water curtains, water sprays, and detectors will be installed for fire
protection enhancement."

However, other statements imply that TVA may not have re-evaluated all
fire protection modifications approved by the staff in the 1976 fire
recovery plan. These specific statements in the January, 1986 submittal
illustrate our concern:

A. Section 4.4.3.7, page 4-34, second paragraph. "The detectors
were approved in accordance with the fire recovery plan."

B.

C.

Section 7.2.1, page 7-20. "Some of these fire areas were
previously approved by the NRC. Some of these fire areas may
require upgrading to bring the fire barriers to the required
rating."

Section 8.1, page 8-2. "Where NFPA code requirements will
affect both the new and existing portions e.g., air supervision



for preaction systems, that particular code requirement will not
be considered applicable to the proposed-modifications."

The licensee has not shown that fire protection modifications completed at
the time of the. 1976 reconstruction satisfy current NRC requirements. The
licensee should show that all fire area and fire zones containing redun-
dant safe shutdown cabling, components or equipment have been evaluated
for compliance with Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, and that all
fire protection modifications made by TVA and approved by the staff as
part of the 1976 recovery plan have been re-evaluated and found to comply
with the requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50. Lacking such a deter-
mination, this remains as an open item in the staff's evaluation.

2.2 ANALYSIS METHOD, SECTION 2 - A systems approach was used to obtain and
identify safe shutdown system components that would be consistent with the
fire protection goals of the NRC s regulations. This identification of
safe shutdown system equipment is necessary in order to help establish
fire areas. A definition of the term "fire areas" is required in order to
demonstrate compliance with the separation criteria of Appendix R. Fire
zones are established within fire areas. The zones described by the
licensee do not have a boundary bar rier, but they appear to meet Section
III.G.2 separation requirements. Certain surveillance and maintenance
requirements for fire barriers and components of fire barriers (such as
fire doors, fire dampers, penetration fire stops, cable tray barrier
wraps, etc.) are carried in the plant Technical Specifications. The
licensee has also been requested to verify that the newly described fire
area/zone boundaries are covered by Technical Specifications.

2.3 DESIGN BASIS RE UIREMENTS, SECTION 3.5 - The design basis section
escrow es t e safe s ut own capa i ity for fires in various areas, and

specifies the shutdown conditions of operation for the design basis.
Review indicates that the technical requirements of Section III.G.2 of
Appendix R are correctly stated. A fire is not assumed to occur in the
primary containment because it is inerted with nitrogen during most
periods of power operation. Acceptability of the design basis cannot be
determined, however, until we have reviewed the licensee's response to
three questions that deal with postulated fire occurrences; "zone of
influence" of a fire; and manual operations.

2.4 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM SECTION 4.4.3.7 - Section 4.4.3.7 of the BFNP
Appendix R su mittal acknow edges that the fire protection system does not
directly contribute to the safe shutdown process. However, it does
provide for the separation and protection of areas having redundant safe
shutdown system equipment. The plant's fire protection systems include:

A. Fire detection.

B. Low pressure C02.

C. Fire extinguishers.

D. Hose stations.



E. A high pressure raw water fire protection system which provides
water for fixed fire suppression systems, hydrants, preaction
sprinklers, and aqueous film forming foam (AFFF) systems.

The licensee's 'provisions for the water supply for fire protection reflect
the requirements contained in SRP 9.5-1 and Appendix A to BTP 9.5-1 and,
therefore, are deemed acceptable.

In the course of the review, two questions were raised. One pertained to
areas in the reactor buildings provided with partial sprinkler and fire
detection systems for compliance with Sections III.G.2.b and III.G.2.c. of
Appendix R. The second was a concern regarding whether fire detectors are
approved in accordance with the fire recovery plan (See Section 2.2
above). The provision of low pressure AFFF, water spray, and preaction
sprinkler systems appear to conform with those specified in the acceptance
criteria. However, the criteria have not been completely evaluated
pending licensee response to our questions.

2.5 FIRE AREA DETERMINATION, SECTION 7.2 - This section provides the defini-
tion an ases or i ents )cation of the plant fire areas. A fire area is
defined as a plant area separated from other areas by boundary fire
barriers with openings and penetrations provided with equivalent
protection. The rating of the barrier is 3 hours, or more than the
anticipated fire severity based on the fire load. Based on this defini-
tion, the licensee has divided the plant into 25 fire areas. The licensee
has acknowledged that several fire area boundaries do not meet the
requirements of Appendix R. For such cases, technical exemptions have been
requested. These exemptions were generally for the lack of 3-hour fire
rated doors and HVAC dampers in the reactor building walls.

Our evaluation of these exemption requests indicated they are acceptable.
The possibility, however, exists that other plant areas may not be in
compliance. This will be determined based on review of information to be
provided by the licensee in response to staff questions.

In general, the licensee's fire area definition is consistent with the
NRC's acceptance criteria. Except for the fire areas defined in the
reactor buildings, the remaining 22 fire areas and their bases are
presented in Table 7-9 of the licensee's submittal. This table and the
division of the reactor building fire areas into fire zones has been
reviewed. Several questions were raised to the licensee covering the
following issues:

A. The reliance on previously approved fire areas from the fire
recovery plan era.

B. How analyses for compliance with Section III.G.2 across fire
zones were performed in addition to the analyses within fire
zones.

C. Information was missing from Table 7-9 that would describe how
certain openings were protected with what fire rating. Also



needed was a description of how seismic gaps and bus ducts are
protected.

D. An explanation is needed in Table 7-9 of why I-hour fire rated
wraps and seals were assumed compatible with a 3-hour fire rated
barrier.

E. Design details are needed for hatches, stairways, HVAC duct
sprinklers, water curtains, and fire dampers.

2.6 FIRE PROTECTION MODIFICATIONS, SECTION 8.1 - In order to bring the plant
into compliance wit Appendix R, t e licensee has identified several
modifications in Section 8.1 of the submittal that need to be implemented.
These modifications include upgrading of fire barriers, installation of
sprinklers, water curtains, and fire detection. The modifications revolve
around the preservation of fire areas and/or the goal of confining the
spread and influence of any one fire within a fire area or zone. The fire
protection modifications within fire areas and zones, including the use of
spatial separation and fire rated barriers, are necessary to satisfy
certain technical requirements of Appendix R.

The licensee has committed to use NFPA standards and codes as the design
basis for fire protection modifications, although the licensee acknowl-
edged the NFPA code provisions may not be applicable to a nuclear power
plant, may be preempted by existing NRC guidelines, or may not be met.
The review of this matter resulted in staff questions to identify
significant NFPA code deviations.

The licensee stated that fire detection modifications will be in accor-
dance with NFPA 72E and 72D, the detectors will be seismic class II, and
the wiring will be in accordance with NFPA 70. Several questions were
raised in the following areas:

A. Identification of the "style" of fire detection device circuits;

B. Use of nonsupervised circuits; and

C. Resolution of a smoke stratification issue.

In the area of the reactor building refueling floors, and the cable tunnel
between the turbine building and the intake structure, the licensee
requested an exemption from installing fire detection systems. Based on
the review of these areas, we conclude that the exemption requests may be
granted. However, the exemption request for the reactor building shutdown

''oard rooms is not approved because prompt detection and suppression of a
fire in these areas cannot be assured without an automatic fire detection
capability.

For the balance of our review of fire protection modifications, responses
to several questions are required. Also, a revision concerning the fire
protection to be provided f'r the reactor building shutdown board rooms is
needed.
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The licensee has committed that the design of new sprinkler systems and
water curtains will be in accordance with NFPA 13. Modifications to the
AFFF foam-water system over the motor generator sets will be in accordance
with NFPA 16. Open nozzle water spray fixed systems will be in accordance
with NFPA 15. The licensee has stated that the control room, RHR pump
rooms, reactor building zones, reactor building refueling floors, and the
cable tunnel are not provided with sprinklers or any other type of water
fire suppression system.

The questions raised during the review were concerned with the following:

A. Use of water shields;

B. Straight line spacing between sprinklers;

C. Use of high temperature sprinklers in the RHR pump rooms; and

D. Movement of water inside HVAC ducts.

The licensee described other fire protection modifications involving HVAC

ducts, doors, dampers, and pentration seals. In order to fully evaluate
these items, the following issues were raised in staff questions:

A. A definition of "substantial noncombustible material" in draft
stops;

B. Design details of certain fire barrier penetrations that do not
have fire test certifications;

C. The use of fire rated door frames and coverage of fire doors by
Technical Specificatons; and

D. A description of cable wrap design.

2.7 EMERGENCY LIGHTING, SECTION 8.5.3 - Appendix A to BTP 9.5-1. A primary
aspect of emergency )g tsng is to support safe shutdown operations
throughout the plant. The licensee has indicated in Section 8.5.3 of the
submittal that the modification details will be submitted to the NRC at a

later date.

2.8 TERMINOLOGY, APPENDIX B - Appendix B to the licensee's Appendix R

submitta contains a list of definitions and acronyms. The definition/
acronyms used are consistent with standard fire protection terminology and
are compatible with the staff acceptance criteria.

2.9 SPRINKLER SYSTEM CRITERIA FOR RESOLVING INTERVENING COMBUSTIBLE
CONCERNS, APPENDI F - T e purpose of t ss section is to prove e design
etal s or t e 1nstallation of additional sprinklers in areas of the

plant that do not have 20 feet of spatial separation between redundant
safe shutdown trains with no intervening combustibles or fire hazards.
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The objective is to compensate for these conditions when existing
sprinklers do not provide adequate coverage at the ceiling level.

The licensee has described the design criteria used for existing sprinkler
heads. The description of lateral discharge and obstructions affecting
the sprinkler systems is in accordance with standard fire protection
practice. The following criteria for sprinkler head coverage and
hydraulic calculations were used:

A. 130 square feet of coverage per sprinkler head;

B. Linear spacing, maximum of 15 feet;

C. 1,500 square feet per design discharge; and

D. 0. 16 gpm per square foot discharge density.

The licensee also stated that certain existing sprinklers will be
relocated to avoid obstructions, or new ones will be added below the
obstruction to ensure adequate floor coverage.

The licensee's sprinkler design criteria for use in resolving and/or
upgrading existing plant areas that do not have 20 feet of separation
between redundant safe shutdown trains free of intervening combustibles
appear to be in accordance with fire protection practices, NFPA codes, and
the NRC staff acceptance criteria.

2.10 TESTING OF FIRE DETECTION AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS - This item is concerned
wit initsal an per>odic testing of all portions of the installed fire
detection and suppression systems at the plant. These systems are
designed for either automatic or manual operation and are often connected.
They include the following:

Yard fire main loop including the motor and engine driven fire
pum'ps, isolation valves, yard hydrants, and connections to
automatic and/or manual water (sprinkler and deluge) systems and
manual standpipe and hose installations.

Automatic and/or manual water sprinkler and deluge systems.

Manual standpipe and hose systems.

Automatic gaseous suppressions (CO~ or Halon) systems.

Automatic fire detection systems. (Some detection systems only
provide an alarm of fire conditions, while others also initiate
water flow for pre-action sprinklers, open nozzle water spray
and open head deluge systems, CO, 'and Halon gaseous suppression,
systems, shutdown sensitive electronic equipment, initiate or
shutdown ventilation equipment, etc.)
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The licensee was asked to describe the precedures followed to assure that
all such systems;

A. Pass a suitable acceptance test following initial installation
or major repairs or modifications, and

B. Pass suitable periodic calibration and operational (functional)
tests.

3.0 POST-FIRE SHUTDOWN CAPABILITY

3.1 SYSTEMS RE UIRED FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN - Shutdown of any of the three reactors
is initsate by automatic scram in the event of loss of offsite power, or
is initiated from the control room by a manual scram. Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) pressure is maintained by the Main Steam Relief Valves
(MSRVs). The high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system maintains the
reactor coolant inventory for the non-fire affected unit(s). For the fire
affected units (HPCI system for the unit is assumed to be lost due to the
fire event), the residual heat removal (RHR) system in its low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI) mode of operation is used to inject water from
the suppression pool into the vessel to maintain the reactor coolant
inventory after manual depressurization of the RCS is achieved using the
MSRVs. Decay heat removal and suppression pool (SP) cooling are
accomplished by the RHR system in conjuction with the MSRVs and RHR
service water (RHRSW) system. The diesel generators, which are to be used
for achieving safe shutdown in the event of loss of offsite power con-
current with a fire event in the plant, and RHR pump seal coolers, are to
be cooled by the emergency equipment cooling water system (EECW).

3.2 AREAS WHERE ALTERNATE SAFE SHUTDOWN IS RE UIRED - The licensee examined
the need for alternate safe s utdown of t e BFN units for a fire in any
fire area (25 areas total, excluding the common refueling floor for the
three units). Based on the examination, the licensee has concluded that a
fire in any of the fire areas will require some manual operations and
alternate shutdown capability outside the applicable fire areas to operate
some or all (all, for Fire Area 16-control room and cable spreading room
for the three units) applicable minimum Safe Shutdown System (SSDS)
equipment and components for achieving safe shutdown. The required
minimum SSDS equipment (such as s'pecific RHR, RHRSW and EECW pumps, for
example) will depend upon the specific fire area. The reactor buildings
for BFN units 1, 2 and 3, excluding the shutdown board rooms inside these
buildings (fire areas 4 through 15), are designated as fire areas 1, 2 and
3, respectively. Since these are large areas, they are further subdivided
into zones. For a fire in the common refueling floor, which the licensee
stated does not house any safe shutdown equipment or cabling, safe shut-
down will be achieved from the control room if the fire does not spread
into another area; otherwise alternate safe shutdown will be utilized.
For the above locations (zones in the reactor buildings fire areas 1, 2
and 3, and fire areas 4 through 25), for those hot shutdown fugctions for
which alternate safe shutdown capability will be utilized, the licensee
has provided such capability independent of cables, systems and components
in the applicable locations.
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3.3 SECTION III.G.2 OF APPENDIX R - For some. locations (e.g., some zones int e reactor u~ sngs including RHR pump rooms, fire area 25-intake
pumping station, cable and pipe tunnels) a fire may require the use of a
redundant train in the same location. Therefore, the licensee has
separated the cables, equipment and associated non-safety circuits of the
redundant trains and has provided fire protection features in accordance
with III.G.2 requirements in these locations, or has requested exemptions
from the above requirements, as applicable, for the specific locations
based on their fire hazards analyses.

3.4 ALTERNATE SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM

3.4. 1 MINIMUM SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM - The alternate safe shutdown capa-

bilityy

uti izes t e existing plant systems and equipment as identified in
Section 2. 1 of this SER with some modifications, local manual alignments,
local instrumentation and local control of shutdown and support equipment.
The licensee has proposed to ensure the .availability of minimum SSDS for
any fire (e.g., a fire concurrent with loss of offsite power) in any plant
area for achieving safe shutdown within 72 hours. For all fire areas
except fire area 16 (control rooms 8 cable spreading rooms), safe shutdown
will be achieved by a combination of operator actions in the control rooms
and local stations outside the control rooms (e.g., back up control panels
and shutdown board rooms). Additionally, for fire in certain locations

'(e.g., fire area 25, intake pumping station), redundant trains in the same
location (e.g., for RHRSW and ECCW systems) may be utilized for operating
associated equipment (e.g., RHRSW pump, ECCW pump) at the appropriate
local station (e.g., 4kV SDBD) for performing a specific shutdown
function.

The minimum SSDS includes the reactor protection and control rod drive
(CRD) systems for performing the scram function, and the MSRVs for provid-
ing pressure control. Additionally, the minimum SSDS for alternative
shutdown capability will contain at least the following primary system
equipment or components and associated cabling and circuitry as
appropriate for each BFN unit:

1. Main Steam S stem - Three MSRVs and associated control and power
cables for performing manual depressurization of the RCS, either from
the control room or from backup control panel (25-32), is to be
available for achieving hot shutdown. One MSRV for discharge of
sub-cooled water into the suppression pool during the plant cooldown
phase is to be available for achieving cold shutdown.

2. RHR S stem - One RHR pump for use in the a) LPCI mode of operation
for maintaining the reactor coolant inventory following manual
depressurization of the RCS by injecting water from the suppression
pool int'o the reactor vessel and alternate shutdown cooling mode when
sub-cooled water from the reactor vessel is discharged through an
MSRV to the suppression pool for decay heat removal during the
cooldown phase for achieving cold shutdown. There are two shared
pumps in each of two independent LPCI loops for each unit. In
addition, the pool suction valve, two LPCI injection valves, power
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cables to the RHR pump and RHR inboard injection valve will be
available for manual injection by the RHR pump.

3. RHRSW S stem - One RHRSW pump is to be used for decay heat removal
urging t e cool down phase when suppression pool water is cooled by

the RHRSW system in the RHR heat exchanger. There are four pairs of
RHRSW pumps shared by all the units with each pair feeding one
independent RHR header which, in turn, feeds one RHR heat exchanger
in each unit. Additionally, the RHRSW inlet and outlet valves for
the RHR heat exchanger and power cable for the RHRSW pump will be
available for manual start of the RHRSW pump and decay heat removal.

Additionally, for each unit, the minimum SSDS includes the HPCI system for
normal shutdown capability to maintain the reactor coolant inventory
(Section 2.1) during hot shutdown, if the unit is non-fire affected. The
minimum SSDS includes only that segment of, the HPCI system which is
located inside the reactor'and control buildings (i.e., for a fire in
turbine building (fire area 25), the HPCI pump connection to the con-
densate storage tank and the HPCI steam line drain will not be used).

3.4.2 AUXILIARYSYSTEMS FOR MINIMUM SSDS - The auxiliary or supporting
systems for t e msnsmum SSDS inc u e t e I) Auxiliary Power System, 2)
250V DC Power System, 3) EECW System, 4) Diesel Auxiliary System, 5) RHR

Auxiliary System, 6) MSRV Control Air System, and 7) Instrumentation (see
Section 3.4.9). These systems include eight (three are required) diesel
generators (DG), 4kV and 480V shutdown boards (SDBD);.4kV bus tie board;
480V Reactor Motor-operated valve (RMOV) boards (i.e., MCCs); 250V DC-unit
battery, charger, battery board and three RMOV boards (one set for each.
unit and one spare charger); 250V DC-battery, charger and distribution
board (one set for each of five select 4kV SDBDs and one spare charger);
two EECW pumps feeding each of two independent EECW headers (one header
required); DG support systems (i.e., diesel auxiliary board, 125V DC-
batteries, chargers and distribution boards, air starting subsystems,
diesel fuel oil storage and transfer subsystems and DG room exhaust fans);
RHR pump seal coolers; Drywell Control Air (DCA) systems, accumulators
for the ADS valves and Containment Atmosphere Dilution (CAD) systems.

The power systems are designed to permit I) various combinations of DG and
power boards, and 2) supply of normal or alternate power to each 250V DC

RMOV board from the applicable battery board. Switching power supplies
will generally involve a manual operation. The systems provide the
following support functions:

1. Supply onsite AC power when needed to RHR, RHRSW and EECW pumps, RHR

injection valves, 250V DC battery charges and 480V diesel auxiliary
boards (Auxiliary Power System);

2. Supply DC power to MSRV solenoid valves, monitoring instrumentation
and HPCI valves. Also supply control power to the 4kV and'elect
480V SDBDS to ensure that the associated electrically operated
breakers that do not have mechanical interrupt devices can be tripped
to avoid their spurious operations (250V DC Power System);
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3. Supply cooling water to DGs, Unit 3 environmental coolers and RHR

pump seal coolers (EECW System);

4. Ensure long term operation of the DGs (Diesel Auxiliary and EECW

Systems);

5. Ensure long term RHR pump operation (RHR Auxiliary and EECW Systems);
and

6. Ensure long term control air supply for the MSRVs (MSRV Control Air
Supply System).

The staff concludes that the above systems are adequate. However, the
licensee should clarify how the 250V DC power requirements for all the
units will be met in the event of a fire in any unit battery board room
(i.e., fire areas 17, 18 or 19).

3.4.3 MANUAL OPERATIONS - For a fire in any location except fire area 16,'
1i Ill p f b f ~ 1 p ti b h

inside the control rooms and outside at a number of local shutdown
stations. For fire area 16, except manual scram and reactor isolation,
all other manual actions will be performed outside the control room. The
local stations include the 4kV bus tie board, 4kV and 480V SDBDS, 480V
RMOV and DG auxiliary boards, 250V DC battery, distribution and RMOV

boards, DG 125V DC distribution boards, backup control panels 25-32, Unit
3 DG building panels (25-270 ASB), yard panels (25-246 ASB) and intake
pumping station (fire area 25). The design includes provisions for manual
controls for MSIYs and MSRVs, and instrumentation for process variables
(i.e., reactor pressure and water level) at the 25-32 panels; manual
controls for RHR, RHRSW, EECW and HPCI pumps and valves as applicable, and
breaker and valve position indications at the various shutdown boards.
Further, the design incorporates a number of local switches at the various
boards or panels to facilitate local manual operations. The manual
actions have been prioritized in terms of time such as being required in
5, 10, 20, 30, 60, 120, 180 and 480 minutes. The major manual actions,
their objectives, and time frames for their completion are:

1. Initiate manual scram and reactor isolation in the control
room-Immediately.

2. Align AC power to two EECW pumps feeding the same header (to prevent
spurious operation of an EECW valve) and start them-5 minutes.

3. Transfer to local control (if needed) and ensure MSIVs closure-10
minutes.

4. Close the HPCI steam supply shutoff valve (in the fire affected unit)
to prevent water intrusion into the main steam lines-10 minutes.

5. Trip 250V DC control power to 4kV and 480V SDBDS that supply power to
safe shutdown .components (fire affected unit) after tripping
associated non-safe shutdown load breakers and closing safe shutdown
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load breakers to prevent spurious operation of the breakers, and to
facilitate manual operation of other safe shutdown components-20
minutes.

6. Initiate manual depressurization (fire affected unit) by opening
three MSRVs. This may also involve either transfer 1) to backup
control panels, or 2) from normal to the alternate power supply
feeder for the 250V RNOV boards that supply power to the NSRVs-20
minutes.

7. Initiate LPCI for reactor coolant inventory control (fire affected
unit) after manual depressurization, by aligning AC power to one RHR

pump and inboard injection valve, starting the pump and opening the
valve. For a fire in fire area 16, open the outboard isolation
valves also-20 minutes.

8. Initiate diesel auxiliary systems to support long term DG operation
by aligning power to diesel auxiliary board(s). Also, connect 125V
DC diesel battery chargers to the 125V DC distribution boards if
needed-30 minutes.

9.

10.

Trip non-essential loads from DGs-30 minutes.

Connect the CAD system to DCA system for long term MSRV air supply-60
minutes.

Initiate manual depressurization and RHR injection for the non-fire
affected units-2 hours.

12.

13.

Start one or more DGs to support operation of EECW pumps (5 minutes),
RHR pump(s) for fire affected unit(s) (20 minutes), diesel auxiliary
board (30 minutes), RHR inboard injection valve for non-fire affected
unit (120 minutes), and 250V DC battery charger ( 180 minutes).

Initiate RHRSW system operation to remove decay heat by aligning AC
power to one RHRSW pump, tripping power to RHR heat exchanger outlet
valves, closing all but one outlet valve, and starting one pump for
each unit-2 hours.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Trip power to RHRSW valve(s) to EECW header(s) and close the valves
to prevent RHRSW flow into EECM header(s)-2 hours.

Start 250V DC battery chargers for long term DC power supply-3 hours.

Close applicable steam line drain and RWCU branch connections to main
condenser and radwaste system high/low pressure interface valves to
mitigate their potential spurious operations-8 hours.

Close a valve to prevent CST water overfilling the torus (fire
affected unit)-8 hours.
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The specific manual actions inside and outside the control room for
achieving safe shutdown of all the units will depend upon the fire
location. A fire in fire area 16 will require the largest number of local
manual actions since it may render all the control rooms unavailable and
affect all the units. Based on the above, and review of the licensee's
draft local manual operations assessment, the staff finds that no manual
actions need to be performed within the fire locations themselves for
achieving hot shutdown. However, cold shutdown will involve the
applicable fire locations themselves, in some cases in approximately one
or two hours after manual scram (e.g., aligning the CAD system in certain

.RB zones-1 hour; tripping power and closing RHRSW heat exchanger outlet
valve in FA 4, 8, 9, 12 or 13-2 hours). The staff concludes that the
licensee's proposed manual operations are adequate subject to resolution
of the following concerns:

l. Identification of exact fire locations wherein the CAD system has to
be aligned in one hour for a fire in those locations themselves. The
licensee should further explore whether the MSRV control air supply
can be ensured well beyond one hour without the need for CAD

alignment in one hour.

2. Bases for concluding that it is feasible to start two EECW pumps
manually in approximately 5 minutes after the DGs come on line.

3. Required local (i.e., at the 25-32 panels and/or 250V RMOY boards)
manual operations for preventing spurious operations of the MSRVs.

4. Identification of the location for scram verification.

5. Bases for concluding that cold shutdown repair is not needed for
tripping power and closing a RHRSW heat exchanger outlet valve in 2
hours within certain fire areas for a fire in those areas themselves.

6. Initiation of RHRSW system in 2 hours (should be initiated in one
hour to ensure adequate net positive suction head to the RHR pump
during its operation).

7. Verification by the licensee using walkdowns, training and retraining
that the operating staff can perform the necessary manual actions
with high reliability.

3 ~ 4.4 MODIFICATIONS - The licensee proposes to complete modifications ondpi d

that each BFN unit has adequate safe shutdown capability. The circuit
modifications will enhance the operation of minimum SSDS by preventing
spurious operations. They include modifications to control circuits of
RHR inboard and outboard injection valves, and RHR suppression pool
suction valves. The circuit modification for each of the two redundant
RHR inboard injection valves involves adding a local EMER/OPEN switch to
the control circuit of the valve at its Motor Control Center (MCC) to
ensure its local operability. For a fire in any reactor building zone or
certain SDBD rooms, the above switch may have to be closed to open the
valve. The MCCs for the redundant valve are in different fire zones. The
circuit modification for each of the two redundant outboard RHR injection
valves involves adding a break-before-make hand switch to the control
circuit of the valve. This modification provides a shunt bypass around



the closing coil and, thus, prevents its spurious closure by locking it in
its normal open position. Of the two valves, only one has backup control.
For a fire in the control building (fire area 16), the valve with the
backup control and modification will be used. Circuit modifications for
the normally open RHR suppression pool suction valves consists of dis-
abling the open and close controls for these valves by adding local
switches in their control circuits, and placing them in the isolated
positions during normal power operation and thus locking the valves in
their normal open positions. During surveillance or shutdown cooling, the
valve control will be returned to the control room by placing the switches
in the applicable positions.

The licensee proposes to reroute the cables for three of the 13 MSRVs,
providing adequate separation for them from the other 10 MSRVs, to ensure
that they will be always available for performing manual depressurization
from the control room. Currently, all the valves can be manually operated
from the control room. Additionally, at the backup control panels, there
is manual control (open and close) capability for the 6 automatic
depressurization system (ADS) valves and manual trip capability for the
non-ADS valves. The proposed cable modifications for three MSRVs for each
unit will result in loss of remote manual control capability for 2 ADS
valves for Units 1 and 2, and one ADS valve for Unit 3, and provide remote
manual trip capability for the 3 valves for each unit at the applicable
250V RMOV board. The above modification adequately addresses the potential
problem (i.e., loss of all MSRVs or unavailability of three MSRYs) that can
arise due to a fire in certain locations (e.g., certain reactor building
zones or fire areas 5, 9 or 13 where the backup control panels are located).
Further, it does no't compromise the manual control capability for the
needed MSRVs at the backup panels.

The licensee has also proposed other cable modifications which involve
rerouting the cables associated with some safe shutdown components out of
specific fire locations, and/or 1-hour fire wraps in the applicable areas,
to provide the Appendix R required separation for the needed components.
These include modifications for RHR Pump 3C power cable, power cables for
applicable RHR injection valves, power feeder cable to 250V RMOV BD 2B,
control cables for the LPCI motor generator sets for all the units, feeder
cables for instrumentation at the backup panels, other cables required for
applicable ADS alignment and the conduit containing the power feeder cable
from 250V RMOV BD 30 to Division I instrumentation.

The miscellaneous modifications include modifications to the DCA system to
provide a manual connection to the CAD system for ensuring a long term
MSRV control air supply. This modification includes an isolation capa-
bility in the form of redundant manual isolation valves with hand switches
for the valves and check valves to prevent the degradation of the CAD

system.

The licensee has performed safety evaluations for all the above modifica-
tions and concluded that they do not introduce any unreviewed safety
issue.
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It is not clear what testing will be undertaken to ensure that systems and
components required for shutdown for fires function appropriately.
Furthermore, if modifications are made to remote shutdown facilities
provided for purposes other than fires, it is not clear what testing will
be undertaken.

Based on staff's review of the above modifications, with the exception of
the testing concern, the staff conc'ludes that the modifications are
acceptable.

3.4.5 REACTIVITY CONTROL - Reactivity control will be accomplished from
an automatic eactor Protection System (RPS) trip, or by manual scram from
the control room.

3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT INVENTORY - For a fire affected unit (i.e., HPCI is
unavaila e for t e unit , RHR in the LPCI mode of operation is to be used
to maintain the Reactor Coolant (RC) inventory after achieving manual
depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) utilizing the MSRVs.
The above method has the potential for uncovering the upper portion of the
core for a short time during the depressurization and, thus, does not meet
the provisions of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.L. These provisions
require that the alternate shutdown capability be able to maintain 1) the
RC level above the top of the core for BWRs via its RC makeup function
(III.L.2.b), and 2) the RCS process variables within those predicted for a
loss of normal AC power ( III.L.1). The staff had previously evaluated the
licensee's proposed alternate shutdown method, and concluded it is
acceptable provided the uncovering time is short enough to preclude a
threat to the fuel cladding integrity thus meeting the intent and purpose
of Section III.L provisions mentioned above. The licensee has, therefore,
requested exemptions from the above requirements and provided justifica-
tion based on their analysis.

The licensee's analysis assumed manual depressurization with 3 MSRVs at 30
minutes after manual scram, RHR/LPCI injection with one pump at about the
same time, RHRSW lineup at 3 hours after scram, cooling water temperature
for RHRSW at 95'F, and initial suppression pool temperature at 95'F
(maximum allowed by plant TS ). Based on the above, the licensee calcu-
lated 1) approximately 330 seconds of core uncovery time, 2) a peak
cladding temperature of 1342'F (less than 1500'F, the temperature at which
the clad would be expected to begin to undergo structural change), and 3)
a peak pool temperature of 211'F at approximately 10 hours after scram.
The licensee further stated that their calculations showed that adequate
net positive suction head (NPSH) will be available to ensure continuous
operation of the RHR pump.

Based on the above, the staff finds the licensee's proposed method to
maintain coolant inventory and request for exemptions from applicable
III.L provisions acceptable subject to the following commitments by. the
licensee and available operator option:
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I. A commitment to comply with the local pool temperature limit for the

suppression pool during steam discharge into the pool via the MSRVs
(i.e., 200 F per NUREG-0783) to assure that steam condensation in the
pool during MSRV discharge will occur under stable conditions.

2. Option to use drywell coolers to maintain acceptable drywell
temperature.

3. A commitment to lineup the RHRSW system no later than I hour
after the manual scram to assure that adequate NPSH will be
available for the RHR pump during its operation (NEDC-31119
refers to 3 hours in a number of places).

Regarding loss of coolant inventory via the main steam lines, the licensee
states that this wi 11 be prevented immediately by reactor isolation (i.e.,
closing the MSIVs) from the control room, and further verified within 10
minutes following the manual scram either at the control room or at the
backup control panels. The staff finds this acceptable.

3.4.7 REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE CONTROL - Reactor coolant pressure control
is provi e y the MSRVs. verpressure protection prior to depressuriza-
tion is provided by the self actuating pressure mode of the MSRVs. The
staff finds this acceptable.

3.4.8 DECAY HEAT REMOVAL - During hot shutdown, decay heat is to be
removed y t e se f actuating mode of MSRV operation. During cold
shutdown, it is achieved by utilizing the "alternate shutdown cooling
mode" (i.e., RHR system use in conjunction with MSRVs and RHR Service
Water System). In this mode, the vessel is flooded with suppression pool
water up to the steam line, with the hot water overflowing into the
suppression pool via an open MSRV. The method provides for a continuous
flow of suppression pool water through the core, through an MSRV to the
pool, and back again to the vessel after cooling via the RHR heat exchang-
er. The RHRSW system provides the cooling water to the RHR heat exchanger
to remove the reactor decay heat stored in the pool. Thus, this mode
cools the reactor and the suppression pool. The staff finds the proposed
decay heat removal method acceptable.

3.4.9 PROCESS MONITORING - Besides control room instrumentation, local
instrumentat>on ss a so provided at the 25-32 backup control panels for
direct indications of process variables (i.e., reactor vessel pressure and
water level). Also, breaker and valve position indications are provided
at the various SDBDS. The staff finds the licensee's process and
diagnostic monitoring capability at the BFN units acceptable subject to
resolution of the following concerns:

1. Direct indications of suppression pool temperature and level should
be available for a fire in any location (e.g., fire area l6, Reactor
Building zones at elevation 593'). The staff has determirred that the
above parameters have a bearing on the ability of the suppression
pool to condense steam under stable conditions during steam discharge
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into the pool via the MSRV, and also on the available NPSH for the
RHR pump.

2. The licensee should provide the ability to obtain information on RHR,
RHRSW, and EECW pumps discharge pressures and flow rates and for
applicable auxiliary systems. The staff has concluded that such
diagnostic monitoring is essential to assure the availability of
minimum SSDS associated with the alternate shutdown capability.

3.4.10 SUPPORT FUNCTIONS - The auxiliary systems described in Sections
3.4.2 ~9SER p id h pp
alternate shutdown system; The staff finds them acceptable subject to

'larificationor resolution of concerns relating to the 250V DC power
system and local instrumentation identified in the above sections.

3.4.11 72-HOUR SHUTDOWN RE UIREMENT - The licensee has indicated and the
staff concurs, t at t e 8 units w> 11 have the capability to achieve cold.
shutdown after a fire event in any plant area with a loss of offsite
power.

3.4. 1.2 REPAIRS - The licensee states that their proposed modifications
will rule out tEe need for any repairs to achieve cold shutdown within 72
hours. The staff agrees with the above assessment, subject to clarifica-
tion as to why cold shutdown repairs are not needed for tripping power and
shutting off a RHRSW valve in certain fire areas at 2 hours after scram
for a fire in those areas themselves.

3.4.13 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - The licensee states that some of their
propose mo sf catlons ws require changes in the existing plant
Technical Specifications (TS). The licensee has committed to submit
requests for such TS changes to the NRC prior to their implementation.
The staff finds the above approach acceptable.

3.4.14 ASSOCIATED CIRCUITS AND ISOLATION - The licensee has examined
associate c)rcusts concerns, suc as a common power source including high
impedance faults, common enclosure, fire-induced spurious operations
including high/low pressure interfaces, and electrical isolation
deficiencies. The licensee has discussed all of these concerns in their
submittals as summarized below:

3.4. 14. 1 COMMON POWER SOURCE - The licensee states that with few excep-
tions, all safety relate an non-safety related power circuits and
instrumentation and control power circuits that share a common power
source with some required safe shutdown equipment are protected with
coordinated fault protection devices (such as coordinated breakers, fuses
or isolation devices) to ensure proper coordination of the load and feeder
breakers (i.e., breaker/fuse coordination). These provisions thus ensure
a power supply from the common power source to the safe shutdown equipment
during a fire event. For the exceptions, proper breaker/fuse coordina-
tions will be ensured by circuit modifications. The licensee has
identified these exceptions and the corresponding modifications. The
licensee has also performed safety evaluations for the proposed
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modifications and concluded that they will not cause any unreviewed safety
issues.

Regarding fire-induced high impedance faults (i.e., faults in circuits
supplying power from a common power source to non-safe shutdown loads)
which can compromise the power supply to safe shutdown loads from the same
power source, the licensee proposes to strip all non-safe shutdown loads
from the common bus in a timely manner as part of post-shutdown proce-
dures. This will prevent the interruption of the main feed breaker to the
common bus during shutdown.

The staff finds the licensee's approach for handling common power source
concerns acceptable.

3.4. 14.2 COMMON ENCLOSURES - Based on their examination of all switch-
gears, distri utson panels and cabinets (for both auxiliary power and
instrumentation and control power systems) that provide a common enclosure
for non-safe and safe shutdown cables, the licensee found them to be
generally adequately protected from damage to safe shutdown cables by
circuit breakers, fuses or isolation devices. The licensee, however,
found a few exceptions to the above (e.g., inadequate protective devices
for the 250V DC control circuits for the 4kV and 480V SDBDS; too much
potential fault current in power circuit cables for some 480V RMOV and
diesel auxiliary boards; and inadequately sized cable protective devices
from some power circuits for 250V RMOV boards). For all the exceptions,
the licensee has proposed corrective modifications to provide the needed
protection to safe shutdown cables shared by the affected common
enclosures. These modifications include replacing large fuses by small
fuses, providing additional trip circuit fuses in series with existing
fuses, replacing existing breakers with new breakers, or installing proper
fuses. The licensee has also performed safety evaluations for all the
modifications and concluded that they do riot cause any unreviewed safety
issue.

Based on the above, the staff finds the licensee's approach for handling
common enclosure concerns acceptable.

3.4.14.3 ASSOCIATED CIRCUITS CONCERNS FOR 250V DC CONTROL CIRCUITS - The
licensee has assesse t e spec~a case of associate clrcults concerns
which involve 250V DC control circuits. Specifically, the potential
exists for the 250V DC control power cables to 4kY and 480V electrically
operated breakers (that do not have mechanical interrupt devices), and the
4kV and 480V power cables, to have associated circuits concerns because
they may share either a common power source or a common enclosure in the
same fire area. If faults occur as a result of fire, then such arrange-
ments can compromise the availability of 250V DC control power which is
needed to operate the breakers (i.e., interrupt them when fault conditions
occur during a fire event) required for safe shutdown. Therefore, the
licensee has proposed corrective modifications such as a one-hour fire
wrap of the applicable cables in the applicable areas or rerouting the
cables. The licensee has performed a safety review of all the modifica-
tions mentioned above and concluded that they do not introduce any
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unreviewed safety issue. Based on the staff's review of the above, the
staff finds the proposed corrective modifications acceptable.

3.4.14.4 ELECTRICAL ISOLATION DEFICIENCY - Regarding electrical isolation
deficiency i.e., a au t on a remote circuit blowing a fuse needed for
local control prior to isolation, and consequently impairing the capa-
bility for local control of the needed safe shutdown equipment), the
licensee states that transfer switches have been provided for all equip-
ment that need backup controls, and that redundant fuses have been
provided for the backup control circuitries which will consequently ensure
power supply for local control of the needed equipment. The staff
concludes that the above provisions comply with the guidelines of ISE
Information Notice 85-09, "Isolation Transfer Switches and Post-Fire
Shutdown Capability" (January 31, 1985) and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.4. 14.5 SPURIOUS OPERATIONS - Fire in some areas can impair safe shut-
down due to >re-in uce spurious operation of safe shutdown equipment or
components. Therefore, Appendix R item III.G.2 separation requirements
have been provided between redundant safe shutdown equipment, components
and associated cabling as far as practicable (e.g., not provided in the
control building) to ensure the availability of minimum SSDS. When this
is not possible, spurious operations are to be mitigated in a timely
manner by corrective manual operations at local stations. This is made
possible by providing manual control capability at the local stations for
the minimum SSDS equipment and components. Following transfer of control
from the control room to local stations, the minimum SSDS will be isolated
from the fire affected area and any undesirable spurious operation will be
manually corrected at the local stations. The licensee has identified all
potential spurious operations, their effects, and mitigation procedures if
needed. These spurious operations involve the RHR suppression pool
suction valves, RHR outboard injection valves, RHR heat exchanger outlet
valves, EECW discharge valves, RHR, RHRSW and EECW pumps, DGs, DG

auxiliary systems and 250V DC battery chargers. The licensee has also
provided analyses to demonstrate that I) spurious operation of one MSRV

will not compromise the safe shutdown capability, and 2) spurious
operations of high pressure make-up systems (such as the control rod drive

~ - (CRD), feedwater and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) systems) are
bounded by the spurious operation of the HPCI system. The licensee states
that the spurious operation of the HPCI system, if it occurs, will be
manually corrected .in a timely manner by closing the HPCI steam supply
shutoff valve within 10 minutes after manual scram.

One special category of spurious operations involves high/low pressure
interfaces. The licensee has listed all such interfaces. These valves
are associated with the RHR, RWCU, HPCI, RCIC, CRD, feedwater, recircula-,
tion sampling, core spray and main steam systems. The spurious operations
of most of these valves do not require any corrective action, since they
satisfy one of the following considerations:

1. Mechanical check valve or manual valve (i.e., use of a hafid wheel to
operate the valve) in series with the applicable valve is available
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to prevent RC inventory loss via the applicable valve (e.g., RHR

inboard injection valves).

2. RC inventory loss via the valve is limited by its associated line
size ( < 1 inch) and minimum SSDS has the capability to mitigate the
consequences (e.g., steam condensate drain line valves for HPCI).

3. Valve fails closed on loss of air after scram (e.g., CRD vent II drain
line valves).

4. Adequate separation is provided between the system high and low
pressure portions valves (i.e., between the RWCU outboard isolation
valve and the local control panel containing the controls for the
RWCU filter/demineralizer valves).

There are, however, four sets of high/low pressure interface valves not
covered by any consideration given above. These are 1) three normally
closed main steam line drain valves in series, 2) two valves in series on
the RWCU discharge line to the main condenser, 3) two valves in series on
the RWCU discharge line to the radwaste system, and 4) two normally closed
valves in series on the suction line of RHR in the shutdown cooling (SDC)
mode. The spurious operations of the steam line drain valves are bounded
by the spurious operation of one MSRV which the licensee has demonstrated
to be acceptable. Furthermore, the spurious operations will be corrected
by manually closing one of the three valves at the applicable local
station at eight hours after manual scram. The RWCU discharge lines share
a normally open valve on the common discharge portion of the lines, and
single normally closed valves on the branch connections to the main
condenser and the radwaste system downstream of the common valve. The
licensee proposes to mitigate the spurious, operations of the downstream
valves by removing motive power during normal plant operation from a
normally closed upstream (i.e., upstream of all the three valves) valve,
which bypasses a restricting orifice on the discharge line and, thus,
locking it in its normally closed position. Additionally, at eight hours
after the manual scram, the two downstream (i.e., downstream of the common
valve) valves will be manually closed at the applicable local stations.
Based on their safety evaluation of the above approach for the RWCU

discharge line valves, the licensee has concluded that it does not cause
any unreviewed safety questions. The staff finds the above approach
acceptable.

Regarding the two valves on the suction line of RHR in the SDC mode, the
licensee proposes to disable the open and close controls (i.e., disabling
the control circuit) of one of the two valves by adding a local switch for
the valve in its control circuit and keeping it in the isolated position
during normal plant operation. The licensee claims that removal of
control power for the valve during normal operation essentially locks it
in its normally closed position, and has the further advantage~f not
compromising the valve position indication in the control room. The staff
recognizes that control room indication of the valve position minimizes
the potential errors during normal plant operation. However, the staff is
concerned that removal of control power alone to the valve cannot provide
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reasonable assurance that the valUe will not spuriously open due to
multiple hot shorts in the three-phase AC power system. The staff
recognizes that the potential for multiple hot shorts have a low
probability. However, the staff has concluded that for a high/low
pressure interface, the proposed action should protect against such a
potential. The staff further concludes that removing the motive power
from the valve during normal plant operation to prevent its possible
spurious opening, and completing the needed modification for the valve
position indication in the control room, is an acceptable method to
resolve the staff's concern identified above.

Based on the above, the staff finds the licensee's proposed handling of
spurious operation concerns including those for high/low pressure
interfaces acceptable, subject to resolution of the concern identified
above.

3.4.15 SAFE SHUTDOWN PROCEDURES AND MANPOWER - The licensee has provided
typical s ut own proce ures for t ree ire ocations. The exact
procedures for all the fire locations are currently being developed.
Also, the licensee has provided a draft submittal on detailed local manual
actions for all fire locations. Available onsite manpower consists of 13
operation personnel, which includes four fire brigade members, none of
whom will be utilized for achieving hot shutdown. A fire in fire area 16
will involve up to 9 operation personnel, all outside the control rooms at
the various local stations to achieve safe shutdown of all the units. A
fire elsewhere will involve three in the control rooms and six outside at
local stations to achieve safe shutdown of all the units. Based on the
above, the staff finds the available onsite man power and licensee's
commitment to complete Appendix R shutdown procedures in a timely manner
acceptable subject to the following:

1. The licensee should clarify the entry'onditions for emergency
procedures and Appendix R shutdown procedures for a fire event;

2. The licensee should commit to provide training and requalification
training to all operation personnel involved in Appendix R shutdown
procedures and, through walkdowns, establish the reliability of
operating personnel to perform the necessary actions.

Since utilization of. alternate shutdown capability may require a number of
manual actions, the staff will verify that the necessary actions can be
completed within their specified time frames for assuring safe shutdown
with confidence, before restart.

4. 0 CONCLUSION

Safe shutdown systems, components and procedures are expected to be
available during a severe fire event when other means of shutdown
identified in plant procedures are determined to be unavailable. The
staff has reviewed all the licensee's submittals to date.



The staff has also toured the plant during their site visit on June 23
and 24, 1986. Based on the above, the staff concludes that the proposed
alternate shutdown capability for the BFN units may satisfy the perfor-
mance goals and requirements of Appendix R, subject to resolution,
clarification or formal documentation of the items listed below:

A. Concerns

1. Some manual actions,

2.

3.

Some exemption requests from III.L.1 and III.L.2.b requirements
without further commitments, and available operator option.

I

Instrumentation for suppression pool temperatures and levels and
auxiliary equipment for diagnostic monitoring.

4. Spurious operation of a RHR system high/low pressure interface
valves on the RHR suction line associated with the shutdown
cooling mode of operation.

5. Training and requalification training to'll operation personnel
involved in Appendix R shutdown procedures.

B. Clarifications

1. Degree of applicability of previous SERs (June, July 1976) and
FSAR on licensee's current effort for compliance with Appendix
R.

2. How the 250V DC power system will meet the DC power requirement
for all "the three units in the event of a fire in any unit
battery board room (i.e., fire areas 17, 18 or 19).

3. Entry conditions for emergency procedures and Appendix R

shutdown procedures for a fire event.

4. Why cold shutdown repairs are not needed for tripping power and
shutting off a RHRSW valve in certain fire areas at 2 hours
after scram for a fire in those areas themselves.

5. Identification of applicable III.G criteria (i.e., III.G.2,
III.G.3 or III.G.2 and III.G.3) for each fire location.

6. It is not clear what testing will be undertaken to ensure that
systems and components required for shutdown for fires function
appropriately. Furthermore, if modifications are made to remote
shutdown facilities provided for purposes other than fires, it
is not clear what testing will be undertaken.
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C. Formal Documentation

1. Responses to NRC staff's questions on NEDC-31119.

2. Required local manual acti.ons for each fire location.

3. Table containing hot shutdown method (i.e., HPCI or RHR/LPCI and
NSRV) for each unit following a fire in any location.


